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3-TIS 035 and 4-VEC 042 at Shanklin, April 19, 1971
(B.W.Rayner)
Rear upper: 6-PUL 3002 on Quarry Line near Merstham circa 1937
Rear lower: Electric locomotive CC2 (later 20002) at Bognor
Regis, circa 1946. (Both by courtesy of Lens of
Sutton).

EDITORIAL

It seems almost certain there will be some sort of service reductions in 1976 to effect economies. Naturally,
this must make enthusiasts nervous that interesting or
in some way historic services will disappear. But to be
realistic, BR must do its share of grappling with hugely
escalating costs. It is of course debatable whether
having paid out for stock and track, and having manpower
available (the unions are fighting a determined campaign
against redundancies), it really saves money to keep
all of them idle.
SR, as readers will remember, has in the past made
service cuts because of staff shortages. On the other
hand, BR employees in other parts of Britain are underemployed. So should Southern merely restore its old
programme of cuts, or should more effort be made to persuade men to shift to the busy South East and ensure that
the old poorer services/fewer customers cycle doesn't
start to bite too hard?
One more important thing. Official studies of offpeak carryings are apparently almost non-existent. If
the axe is to fall outside rush hours, the trains chosen
must surely be those under-used, rather than merely those
which appear to the desk-bound inconvenient because of
exceptional expense or because of operating problems.
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Another point : there were two minor errors in
the map carried on the cover of the last issue. The
crossover north of Windmill Bridge Jn. on the line
to Norwood Jn. should be beyond the No. 1 up goods
line connection, and there is no crossover Gloucester
Rd side of Selhurst on the local lines.
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LETTER

I was amused to read in LR 26 (P.132) that Sealink doesn't like the Ceps on boat train work. Here on
Nederlandse Spoorwegen (where I'm temporarily in exile)
the boat trains from Amsterdam C.S. to Hoek van Holland
are invariably worked by e.m.u's — which also work many
of the Intercity services.
The second class accommodation is almost entirely
open arranged two and two, with seats upholstered in some
-thing like vinyl (cloth is used only in first class)and
luggage racks above the seat backs. There are, however,
two second class non-smoking compartments tucked away at
one end of the unit - rather like the odd one in the Bigs
and Cigs.
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The journey includes a 4 min (advertised) allowance
for reversal at Schiedam-Rotterdam West to gain access
to the line to the Hook (shades of of Folkestone East!)
which would make loco operation difficult, though I
have seen a few driving trailers in evidence elsewhere.
As far as. I know there are no plans to introduce new
stock. Indeed the newest NS e.m.u., the "Sprinter",
has caused a lot of public comment as it has no toilets
on board !

The Byways of Southern Region

by A.Harris

Due to the many competitive lines built by the Southern's
constituents, Southern Region has always been rich in
alternative routes aided by the use of connecting spurs
in strategic instances. Whereas in general, the services running during the day are to the usual set time
interval pattern, during the morning and evening rush
hours, variation to route still occurs enabling one to
travel a line which otherwise does not see a passenger
service. At these times some strange journeys can be
made. Did you know of the Holborn Viaduct to Cannon St
or Charing Cross trains taking 1 hour 26 mins and 1 hour
30 mins respectively and finishing within ¾ and 1¾
miles from where they started ? The Kingston Roundabout and Hounslow Loop services from Waterloo are well
known, but what about Waterloo to Waterloo via Weybridge. Unhappily, since May 5, this train
now terminates at Staines, but during 1974 it not only returned to Waterloo but travelled via the Hounslow Loop
taking advantage of the curve linking Feltham and
Hounslow. With three exceptions ,all lines discussed
are in the London area. With regard to the services
available, the following notes first deal with the tine
-table starting May 5 1975 with comments relating to
the changes since 1974. For further interest, a compaPage140

rison is made with services running in 1950, this being
taken as the peak of services operated after the war
when a six-day working week was common.
1)
Hounslow Jcn.-Feltham Jcn.
Mention was made at the beginning of this article
of the Waterloo to Waterloo via Weybridge train which also had the distinction of covering the curve linking
Feltham with Hounslow. Leaving Waterloo at 17.02 it
arrived back at 18.35, but now in common with most of
the Weybridge trains (via Chertsey) terminates at
Staines. The Windsor line timetable has been completely
recast this year and now only one up train goes this way.
Down 5.00 W'loo to Weybridge

17.34 ""
Reading (1974, 17.42 dep)
23.32 " " Staines (1974, 23.47 dep). Also

runs Sats & Suns.
Up
7.50 Windsor to W'loo.
The following trains also: ran in 1974 :
Down 7.14 W'loo to Weybridge
Up
7.00 Weybridge/7.6 Windsor-W'loo.
8.6 Windsor-W'loo
17.00 Weybridge - "
17.32
""
"
(ex 17.02 W'loo-Weybridge via
Surbiton),
In 1950 on weekdays, down trains left W'loo for
Windsor and Weybridge at 5.00, 12.46 SO, 13.46 SO and
for Windsor at 17.44 SX. There was also the daily train
for Staines at 23.56. In the up direction, 5.4 from
Windsor, 6.49 Weybridge/7.2 Windsor, 7.50/8.0, 9.1/9.6
and SO 13.25/13.34 ditto. Also 16.53 SX from Windsor
and 17.37 SX from Weybridge, the last of these having
left Waterloo at 17.07 and running via Surbiton.
2) Strawberry Hill-Fulwell
The normal service to Shepperton is routed via
Kingston, giving that stn 6 trains an hour to Waterloo
depending whether one travels via Wimbledon or the longer
way via Twickenham. However three up morning and down
evening rush hour trains from Shepperton are routed via
Richmond enabling one to traverse the curve linking
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Strawberry Hill to Fulwell.

Up Shepperton dep 7.44, 8.14, 8.45
Down W'loo dep 16.57, 17.27, 17.57
In 1974 all these trains left 4 mins earlier except
the 8.45 which left at 8.40 although this train had
not in fact run since the May staff cancellations. It
had been formed of the 7.58 from W'loo which had also
been routed via
Richmond and cancelled at the
Two other trains were in the 1974 timetable : the 7.10
from Shepperton, cancelled in May "but reinstated on
Oct 7 and the l8.23 from W'loo.
In 1950 there was on Sundays an hourly train from
Wloo between 8.59 and 22.59 returning from Shepperton
between 9.58 and 20.58. One additional train at 8.3?
ran from Strawberry Hill to Shepperton. On weekdays,
down trains left W'loo at 8.4 SX, 12.43 SX, 13.16 SO,
13.42 SO, 17.16 SX, 17.46SX and 18.16. Up trains left
Shepperton for W'loo at 6.46, 7.16, 7.44, 8.15 and
8.45. Also for Strawberry Hill at l8.l6SX and 18.46SX.
3) Tulse Hill-Streatham Hill
This service is unique in that none, of the trains
shown have a corresponding train in the opposite direction either morning or afternoon except for the
starting of the Victoria train from London Bdge which
is presumably a temporary measure.
Down
Streatham
Blackfriars
1
7
.
4
2 Hill 18.0 17.30
8.3 17.34
Tulse Hill
8.31 17.59 Tulse Hill
Streatham Hill 8.36 18.02 London Bdge 8.17
Victoria
8.52
There was also one additional train during part of
1974. Among the services cancelled in May
was
the 16.19 Norwood Jcn.-LB via Crystal Palace and
Tulse Hill. To partially replace this, a train from
Streatham Hill (16.31), Tulse Hill (16.34) arriving
at LB around l6.49 was run.
Formed of main line stock, it was originally an
ECS working from Streatham Hill depot being utilised
before taking up its normal duty from LB.
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One further item of interest with regard to the current
timetable is the fact that as the 8.10 London BLondon B via Tulse Hill, Crystal Palace and Sydenham
was cancelled due to staff shortages, the 8.31 Tulse
Hill-Vic was started from LB at 8.16.
In 1950 there was one train an hour on weekdays on
this route running from LB to Streatham Hill. In rush
hours, the trains were extended to Victoria.

A WEEK'S ROVE

with G.T. Moody

A week's travel on. a Southern Region "Rover" ticket from
May 28 to June 3 covered 1,836½ miles in 48 trains of all
kinds, of which 98% were punctual or not more than4
mins late, with an average late arrival of 0.7 min. The
only train more than 4 mins late was one from Holborn
Viaduct to Sutton which was held at Tulse Hill for the
arrival of a relief driver and reached Wimbledon 12 mins
late. Trains were clean and comfortable and not overcrowded, the only complaint being the weather which was
very cold for the tine of year.
Running generally was very lively. On May 28 the
18.21 Cannon St-Margate (8 Cep) left Ashford 10 mins late,
for all stns from Sandling; all the lost time was recovered and Sandwich reached 2 mins early. On May 31, the
10.46 semi-fast W'loo-Bournemouth (8TC/4Rep) ran the 73½
miles to Eastleigh in 72 mins, with 3 stops totalling4½
mins. On June 2, the 16.00 Charing X-Ramsgate (8 Cep)
left Ashford a minute late, made extra stops at Westenhanger Racecourse and Westenhanger (for passengers from
Folkestone Races) and reached Sandwich on time. On the
last day, June 3, the 8.5 Ramsgate-CX 4Bep/4Cep) arrived
at Ashford a minute early, was attached to the portion
from Ramsgate
via Canterbury West (4Cep), held for the
arrival of the 8.33 from Hastings, and left 4 minutes
late. The 34 miles to Sevenoaks, with the usual slack
at Tonbridge, were covered in half an hour, but signals at
London Bdge and Borough Mkt Jcn caused a late arrival of
one minute at Waterloo.
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The 10.50 Wloo-Portsmouth Hbr had the curious make
-up of 4Cig/8Big and ran punctually to Portsmouth &
Southsea. The 13.29 Portsmouth Hbr-Vic (4Cig) ran to
time to Barnham where it was attached to the Bognor
Regis portion (8Cig). Running thence was slightly
early all the way to Sutton, but a signal stop outside Victoria made arrival there one minute late. A
quick change was made into the 15.55 Vic-Bromley SthBorough Grn-Maidstone East and all stns to Ashford,
a 4 V e p well loaded throughout. A series of slight
signal checks from Herne Hill, due to an empty 12
4 C e p looped at Kent House, and again before
-Bromley Sth, made the departure from there 2 mins
late, but Borough Grn was reached 2 mins early and
Maidstone East 3 mins. Ashford was reached 2 mins
early.
The 16.10 Charing X -Ramsgate, also a 4Vep,
left Ashford to time and ran slightly early all the
way to Sandwich.

BRIGHTON AT WAR.

Extracts from
the local
rail "log", reproduced by
Mark Davies

Tuesday, May 25, 1943
6.00 Weather fine.
12.40 After an air raid warning at 12.21, one H.E.
(high explosive) bomb fell on the electrical shops
and another in the Top Yard. It is reported that
traction current has failed on some lines. Further
details are being obtained.
13.10 No current available on any lines. One bomb
fell on electrical shops, one in Top Yard and one
on the viaduct between Brighton and London Rd.
Main line trains are terminating at and returning
from Haywards Heath. West Coast trains are still
terminating at Hove and east coast trains at Falmer or London Rd.
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14.50 Victoria trains are now running to and returning
from Preston Pk and London Bridge trains are terminating at and returning from Haywards Heath.
West coast trains are still terminating at Hove
and east coast trains at Falmer or London Rd.
14.55 Top and lower yards blocked and everything at a
standstill. All sidings leading into the carriage
shed are blocked by debris. West side closed at
present by loss of current due to cables being
blown out. Work is proceeding with a view to getting current restored Brighton to Hove and Hove to Preston Park. Top Yard : bomb at the south end, buffer stops
blown out. Down and up lines between the top and lower
yards blocked temporarily. Down and up main lines are
blocked with debris from coaches on the adjoining sidings
Some of the coaches are derailed. One span of the east
viaduct has been blown out. Both lines will be out of
use for some weeks. So far as is known at present there
were no Traffic Dept staff casualties.
15.00 Roof of cleaning shed gone. Two units seriously
damaged and blown across main running lines. Three
staff injured, Pearce, Chapman and Welch, first two
seriously.
15.53 Current on down and up lines between Preston Park
and Hove at 15.20. First train to pass was 14.09
Littlehampton to Victoria.
16.07 Current between Hove and Brighton restored at 15.46
Tool vans and crane working on the down main clearing debris. Two women carriage cleaners slightly
injured. One pier of the viaduct was demolished
and this brought down two arches.
16.40 Particulars of stock damaged :
unit 3030 5 coach Eastbourne express stock
"
2014 2
" motor lav
"
2045 " "
"
"
Only one of the three men was seriously injured. The
other two suffering from shock. Nearly all glass
blown from roof of shed. Hole blown through wall of
shed by blast. A goods brake van in the Upper Yard

was damaged.
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18.00
19.50

Weather — low cloud, showery.
Debris removed from all running lines between
Preston Park and Brighton and current restored
at 19.38, the first train to pass being 18.04
Victoria to Brighton,
23.40 Five bombs fell on company's property, the
time of the occurrence being 1223. 13 members of the staff received injuries
6
Traffic, 3 Electrical and 4 CME. Emergency
bus service operated between Brighton and Preston Park, Brighton to Hove and Brighton to Falmer. From tomorrow morning, electric services
from Lewes will terminate at London Road, single
line working being in operation over the up
line between Kemp Town Jcn. and London Road.
Steam services on the East Coast branch will
continue to terminate at Lewes for the time
being. Emergency bus service tomorrow will
operate between Brighton and London Road stn.
23.45
About 50 wagons have been damaged in varying
degrees in the Upper Goods Yd. Four casualties
occurred to staff of Paint
Shop.
Wednesday, May 26
6.00
Weather fine.
9.00
7.00 Brighton to Haywards Heath and 7.33
Haywards Heath to London Bridge cancelled
this morning owing to no stock being available.
The back working, i.e. 9.00 London Bridge to
Brighton will be maintained being formed of
the 7.8 from Brighton. 6.49 Ore to London
Bridge diverted via Redhill calling at Balcombe, Redhill, Merstham and Coulsdon South.
9.29
Train examiner Pearce died in hospital at 19.50
yesterday. Another Electrical Dept man was
injured, assistant motor examiner Dean.
9.45
Five bombs were dropped on railway property
yesterday. One on the east side of the cleaning and inspection shop, rebounding thence
into the upper goods sidings opposite, exploding there among wagons. One bomb fell on
the incline road retaining wall south of the
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upper good box, one In No. 2 carriage siding, Lovers Walk,
causing extensive damage to stock and throwing portions of
vehicles and debris across the running lines. A bomb fell
on London Road viaduct between Brighton and London Road
destroying one of the brick piers near the Brighton end
and leaving the metals suspended. Another bomb fell in
Pullman Car Co's shops at Preston Park. Approximately 50
electric coaches damaged by blast. 4 coaches (main line
stock) telescoped. Five Pullman cars badly damaged, two
being completely wrecked. The roofs and Windows of 12
Pullman cars damaged. Approximately 40 wagons damaged two
being broken up on the spot.
15.25 The following details regarding casualties obtained
from L.C.D.S.O. Carriage cleaner Mrs Waller and
number taker Miles are still detained in hospital. Goods
guard Richardson is absent from duty today. Carriage cleaners Mrs Clarke, Mrs Dale and Mrs Hinton resumed duty today. An additional casualty has been
reported today. Passenger guard Hutchings sustained
injury to a toe owing to a wooden form falling oh his
foot in the guards room and he is absent from duty today.
Four members of the CME staff sustained injuries, their
names being Pearce, Charman, Welch and Dean — the first
named died in hospital yesterday evening. These four casualties are the same as the four reported in the CME
Dept paint shops referred to in L.C.D.S.O written report
yesterday. Total casualties are : - CME dept staff 4, one
of these fatal. Traffic Dept staff 7.
16.40 The Electrical sub-station sustained the following
damage
owing to blast and debris thrown into
it : Building. Roller Shutter buckled and holed. Two windows blown out. All doors damaged.
Equipment. Two transformers and switchgear damaged.
Several large insulators broken. Interconnector
cables damaged.

Forty-three electric coaches sustained damage.
The down line between the Upper and Lower goods
yards was cleared at 22.00.
18.00 Weather fine.
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18.15

20.10

The up incline road from lower yard to upper
yard was restored at 15.00. One of the four
goods sidings at the south end of the Top
Yard was restored at 15.00. No. 1 Up siding
was restored at 19.00. The up and down goods
lines between the top yard and station were
restored at 20.00. The carriage washer road
was available for ten vehicles from 19.00.
There is no change in the signalling arrangements south of Preston Park, i.e. hand signalling is still in operation. The train working
this evening has been very good.
Addendum. Additional lines and sidings were blocked
by damage and debris etc. as follows. Up and
down Goods lines between Top yard and station
by permanent way damage and debris. Four goods
sidings at south end of Top Yard by derailment
and debris. No 1,2,3 and 4 carriage sidings,
Lovers Walk, by bomb crater, derailment and
debris.
No 1 up siding by derailment and
debris. Carriage washer road by damage to
permanent way. Pullman Car Shops siding, Preston Park by derailment and debris.
(Editor adds : This is an intriguing account of Brighton's worst day of the war; fascinating how there is
a present day ring to things like the train from
Ore diverted, replacement bus services, and so forth.

As a postscript, temporary repairs to the 70-foot
high London Rd viaduct were done in just 15 days,
with complete restoration finished in four months.
The 7.00 to Haywards Hth is an interesting working ;
obviously the same train became the 7.33 onwards
from that point to London Bridge. This was the
train involved in the disastrous South Croydon crash
on Oct 24th, 1947.
Another point connected with the Brighton area in wartime is that Kemp Town tunnel, on the now disused
Kemp Tn branch, was used for night
time e.m.u.
stock being steam shunted into place).
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SOUTH WESTERN ELECTRIFICATION DIAMOND JUBILEE
Part 1

Electric trains commenced running between Waterloo and
Wimbledon (via East Putney) on Monday, October 25, 1915.
October 25, 1975, thus represents the 60th anniversary of
the inauguration of the "Southern Electric" as we know it,
since this line was the first part of the LSWR suburban
electrification to be opened.
The first proposal for a
railway over any
the route of the present Putney and Wimbledon line reached
Parliament in 1860. That scheme put forward plans for a
line between Surbiton and Fulham (i.e. Putney Bridge) via
Wimbledon Common, under the aegis of the Kingston & London Rly Co.
On June 17, l88l, the
chairman of the
LSWR announced that the line would be built jointly by
the LSWR and Metropolitan District Rly companies. This was
confirmed by Act of Parliament in 1882.
No work had been started by 1886 and a change of
plans resulted in abandonment of most of the original route
and a transfer to the LSWR of powers to construct the remainder. The new proposals were for a line from Putney
Bridge, from an end-on junction at that point with toe Metropolitan District, to Wimbledon, with intermediate stations at East Putney, Southfields and Wimbledon Park. The
Met, Dist. Rly was granted running powers over the whole
line.
The line opened on June 3, 1889, initially for District line services only. LSWR trains started using the
route from July 1 that year when the spurs between East
Putney and Point Pleasant Jcn (on the Clapham Jcn/Richmond line) opened. Distances between stations were (and
are) : Pt Pleasant Jcn - East Putney 51 chains; East Putney-Southfields 77 chains; Southfields-Wimbledon Pk 72
chains; Wimbledon Pk-Wimbledon 77 chains.
Signal-boxes were provided at East Putney (working
with Putney Bdge (Met Dist Rly) and Pt Pleasant Jcn),Cromer Road, Southfields, Revelstoke Road and Wimbledon Pk
(working with Wimbledon "A"). East Putney box was 1,188
yards from Putney Bdge and 1,339 yds from Pt Pleasant Jcn;
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distances between remaining signal-boxes were : 766,
697, 825,827 and 1,225 yds respectively.
The line, which was double track throughout from
the beginning, ran through a district which at the time
of opening was on the verge of rapid development, and
which now is entirely built up. From East Putney it
climbs to a summit at the south end of Cromer Road
tunnel, which passes under West Hill. Cromer Road
signal-box was situated on the down side, south of the
tunnel. The line falls thence until joining the LSWR
main line, which it parallels for abort ¾ mile into
Wimbledon, The junction at East Putney is situated
beyond the stn, which has separate platforms for the
two routes. In recent years, the down spur line platform has been unusable. Both Southfields and Wimbledon Park have single island platforms, and signal
boxes were situated on the platforms.

In 1904 LSWR passenger services over the line
amounted to 22 trains daily from Waterloo to Wimbledon, and (presumably) a similar number in the reverse.
In general, all stopped at all stations.
Powers to work the line by electricity were obtained by Act of Parliament in 1902 - these powers
referred to the District line trains, which were
worked electrically as far as Putney Bdge from July
23, 1905. Electrification, at 600v d.c., 3rd and
4th rail system, was extended through to Wimbledon
on Aug 27 the same year. LSWR trains continued to
be steam powered.
This situation was, however, not to last. Traffic was falling on many of the South Western's suburban routes, and the company's board obviously had
the possibility of electrification in mind. The LSWR
Electrical Engineer, Mr H. Jones, was despatched to
the USA to examine a number of electrified railways
there. Following his visit, and on the advice of the
consulting engineers, Messrs Kennedy and Donkin, it was
decided to adopt a similar electrification system to
that in use on the District Rly, but employing a single
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outside third rail only. A salutary remark appears in the
Railway Magazine for January, 1913, when the decision to
electrify was announced. It states : "In view of the controversy as to the most suitable system of electric traction for railway electrification, it is interesting to observe that the South Western Company has decided to adopt
the direct-current third-rail system, using 600 volts."
The LSWR directors were no doubt also influenced
by the fact that even then the system had been in operation for over 20 years on other railways, notably in the
USA, and had been completely successful. The
convenience
of though running with the Underground electric lines was
also regarded as important.
The proposal was to electrify the suburban lines to
Wimbledon via East Putney, to Kingston and Shepperton(via
both routes) and to Hampton Court, the Hounslow Loop line,
and to Guildford via Woking, via Cobham
and via Epsom.
It was stated that traffic worth more than £100,000 per
annum had been lost in the preceding six months, and the
number of local passengers had decreased by 1.25 million.
Unlike the original (District) electrification on
to the LSWR, powers for these schemes were not obtained
by Acts of Parliament, but by a Board of Trade order
issued under the Railways Electrical Powers Act, 1903.
Although the remainder was to follow in due course,
the first part of the electrification to be proceeded with
was to be the circular route from Waterloo to Waterloo via
Twickenham and Kingston, and the connecting spurs linking
with the existing electric line between E. Putney and
Wimbledon. This first scheme involved the conversion of
73 single track miles. Electrification works in fact proceeded apace on all four suburban routes. High conductivity steel conductor rails, weighing 100 lbs per yard, were
laid on porcelain insulators 16 in. from the running rail.
The top surface of the conductor rail, from which current
was to be collected by pick-up shoes on the trains, was 3
in. above the running rail level.
The LSWR built its own 25,000 kW capacity generating
station at Durnsford Rd, Wimbledon. This supplied 3 phase
current at 25 cycles a.c., 11,000 volts. Lineside cables
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were laid to transmit power to nine substations which
were equipped with static transformers and rotary
converters supplied by British Thomson-Houston Ltd.
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REGIONAL REVIEW
TEST TRIPS

Ultrasonic test train (former Derby lightweight 2 car
d.m.m.u) ran from Old Oak Common (dep 10.0) to Horsham
yard via E. Croydon on 29ix. 4 C e p 7178 noted on resistance tests between Chart Leacon, Ashford, Lenham, Maidstone E. and back to Chart Leacon on 11x.
NEW TIMETABLE

SR 1976/77 timetable will start on Tuesday, April 20 —
a somewhat revolutionary step designed to fit in with
the full commissioning of London Bdge panel box. The date
coincides with the Easter weekend, hence the choice of
Tuesday; the long weekend will be used for commissioning
the re-signalling and final track re-arrangments, etc.
DE-LEAFING UNITS

Following units being used on de-leafing duties for
the autumn : 001 for SW- Div, based at Guildford; 002
on the Ctl div based at Norwood Yd (dep 3.40 for Oxted,
return at 4.55, dep again 9.27 for Uckfield, return
at 12.36); and 003 for the SE based at Chart Leacon.
All diesel loco hauled. For de-icing runs this winter,
the units used last winter will turn out again; but will
this be their last season ?
UNUSUAL STOCK

Arrived at Norwood Jcn on 10x : RDB 975076 "AUTO TRAILER"
Research and Development Division, Derby, BSK fitted at
one end with a Watford d.c. electric cab, carrying head
-code 1T 70 and painted blue & red; RDB 999000 research
vehicle Electrical Research Division, Derby, 4 wheel
unit with corridor connections, marked 90 mph, painted
reddish brown, ex ferry van? COV ?; and unidentified
RDB "Laboratory 11" painted blue & red. Further details ?
MISHAPS

On 9ix, driving trailer 76758 of Cig 7408 derailed during shunting at E. Wimbledon depot. Remainder of the
unit removed to siding while 76758 re-railed with help
of a crane.
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On 22viii at Hurst Grn, up Uckfield train passed home
sig falsely showing off and was diverted on to down line
amazingly by switch diamonds thus avoiding collision.
About 18.00 on 9ix, Newcastle-Folkestone W special.
hit car on level crossing called Coldblow between
Walmer and Martin Mill. Some damage to loco 33044
and first coach. No-one hurt; bus service instituted
between Deal and Dover Priory.

Local Press reported one car of a train berthed
at Ryde St Johns badly damaged by fire in September
on a siding where vandals have been active. Details
of stock involved, anyone ?
Two wagons derailed across through lines sth
of Norwood Jcn early on l6ix. Re-railing complete
about midday, Trains into London Bdge up to 20
mins late; several cancellations (including the
two favourites for the chop whenever there's trouble,
the 7.41 and 8.4 Hove-LB).
On 6 x, oil tank derailed at Hoo Jcn on SE
Div at about 6.25. Fire brigade called to deal with
oil spillage. Gillingham line trains diverted via
Swanley.
Gillingham and Sheerness area trains heavily
delayed by flooding late on 29ix.
UNUSUAL WORKINGS

4Vep on 8.1 Reigate-LB ran
alone on 27ix due to
cancellation of 7.11 from Bton which should couple
at Redhill; serious overcrowding complicated by additional stop Norwood Jcn.
Oxted line units noted several times on the 6.8
Reading-Tonbridge (vice the usual 12XX "Tadpole"
stock) : occurred on 4 & 11ix and 1x. On Sun, 21ix,
6L 1032 worked the 9.26 Reading-Tonbridge and on
ix, the 7.25 Reading-Tonbridge was worked 6R (1202
+1206).
Stone traffic at Merstham appears , with the approa
-ching completion of local motorway works, to have
dwindled
to
near-nothing. Only following
on such duties : 47 238 on 17ix; 44 111 on 19ix and
47 123 on 22 ix.
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Following specials ran :7ix,Ceps 7174, 7210 and
Bep 7021 formed Ramsgate-Portsmouth Hbr (ran via E.
Putney); Ceps 7199, 7133 and 7119 formed Basingstoke-Folke
stone Ctl (E.C.S. Stewarts La/Basingstoke) on 11ix; on l4ix
Cigs 7419 and 7393 (both RMGT) and Big 7055 (FTON) formed
Addlestone-Ramsgate (E.C.S. to/from Farnham); l8ix, Ceps
7144, 7210 and 7118
from Stewarts La, ran from Putney
to Portsmouth Hbr.; on 28ix, Veps 7740, 7749 & 7747 formed
Basingstoke-Folkestone Hbr and return (via E. Putney); and
on same day, Veps 7742/6 ran Staines-Folkestone Hbr.
Troop special ran from Folkestone West to Fleet on 5x formed
by Ceps 7128/51.
SR General Manager's saloon DB975025 visited SW Div during
Sept and made following runs : on16ixfrontof 23.12 W'looBasingstoke; on rear (empty) of 7.12 Basingstoke-W'loo on
17?ix; later same day, on front of 8.30 W'loo-Weymouth convey
-ing g.m. & party, returning empty
on rear of 11.33 Weymou
-W'loo; on 29ix, attached to 13,52 Wloo-Portsmouth & S'sea
and on arrival there shunted to Fton shed.
On 15ix and 19ix, Rep 3015 and 4TC 429 used in high-speed
brake test runs between Farnborough & Basingstoke, speeds
up to 95 mph being reached. Stock berthed between runs at
Aldershot.
SIGNALLING, TRACK NOTES

First SE Div panel of new London Bdge box brought into use
on 28ix, covering the Mid Kent lines out from Catford Bdge
to Hayes. Elmers End, New Beckenham, Hayes boxes closed;
Woodside to be retained as permanent fringe box (Addisconbe
branch not converted) and Parks Bridge as temporary fringe
box. New arrangements led to threat of non-working by drivers on Hayes line, unfamiliar with 2 aspect colour light
signalling installed there. Normal working in fact achieved.
Next LB box switch-on is the Parks Bdge Jcn/Lewisham/St
Johns area on l8i76. Final commissioning (see note above)
will involve 4-day shut-down in LB/Charing X/Cannon St
area over next Easter.
Remains of old Gatwick stn south of present Gatwick Airport
being reduced with the straightening out of "kinks" in local
(westerly) pair of lines, slewed originally to negotiate
platforms of old stn.
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Connection to some sidings on the trackbed of
the line into Reading
Southern has been removed.
STOCK NEWS
Cig 7392 seen parked on an un-electrified refuge siding at Wokingham on 2 ix, presumably broken down in
service.
On 10ix, BTON Cig 7400 noted on SW Div on loan to
cover 7378 derailed and damaged at Wimbledon recently
On 23ix, Veps 7831 and 7743 arrived at Wimbledon on
the up fast line about 11.30 hauling TC 420 (with
oil lamp) and left for East Putney about 11.35,
carrying headcode 55.
Noted the next day that at least two Mk II
BSOs in WR W'loo-Exeter rakes, 9388 spotted in the
11.00 W'loo departure.
For Ascot races on 25 and 26ix, 3 RMGT Ceps — 7115,
7166, 7194 — loaned to SW Div; noted working 17.45
Ascot-W'loo both days.
SW Div suffering Epb shortage, and on 28ix,
following noted on loan from SE Div :
5l63/8,
5250.
Veps 7798/9 transferred from Bton to Fton,
and 7838/9 from Fton. to Bton, though latter pair
retain their FTON stickers. Noted in service at
W'loo was Vep 7706 (BOMO) with 70785 (from 7705)

in place of 70775 : is this a permanent switch ?

Other
60036
1033;
1ll8 -

re-formations : 1034 — 60038 replaced with
ex 1033, which still carries, confusingly,
1106 — 60805 replaced with 60815 ex 1116;
60117 replaced with 60143 ex 1318; 1119—

now 3 car unit with 60118, 60665(this ex 1116)
and 60818; 4733 — 11453 replaced with 12365 ex

withdrawn 4625; 7714 — 62134 replaced with 62200

(ex 7739 ?); 7852 now formed 76714, 71033, 62353,
76465: and TC 4
1
7
, 76331 replaces 76302.

Anyone know what's happened to 1116 ?
A visit to Strawberry Hill depot in mid Sept
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disclosed the following : 4Vep 7768 with all blue diving
trailer 76446 marked "not to be moved"; all trailer
luggage vans (TLVs) 68201-6 present, all except 68202/6
being inside the depot; 2 car departmental unit 051 with
cars DB 975030/29; motor coaches of Sub 4386.
A couple more transfers : Subs 4621 and
4607 noted
in traffic ex works on 15ix with SHST stickers having
been transferred from Wdon,
WITHDRAWN STOCK.

Position 1 1 x : Subs i n store a t Lancing : 4112/43/
56, 4359/62/75, all WDON. Solitary Sub 4361 (WDON)
in store at Crystal Palace still. And at Shst,
"dead" sidings contained 4364 and 4366, both minus shoe
gear, and; 4744 with gear intact suffering from extensive
side collision damage; hew arrivals 4ll3, 4117 from
Lancing, with shoe gear, but with brake van at one end
having been towed up from Lancing.
ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA

LR25 P102 L33 &34
and LR 26 P 133 L 8 : Cep 7153 in "Vep-type" condition
at last emerged
fr
and noted on l4x passing through
Basingstoke about 13.40 en route
from Elgh to Strawberry Hill depot
between Haps 6022/3 (only pair of
batch not converted to 59XX 2nd
class
units).
Also, formation should read MSO,
TBCK, TSO., MSO.
LR 26 P128 L 27-9 : The up Hastings train referred to
was the: 15.43 ex-Hastings and 17.40
ex Charing X. Believed the 3D unit
was 1307.
P129 L4-8 : Ref mention of unit 024 and 8Sub :
This working is the 11.10 Slade
Grn to Selhurat CM & EE train which
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on Wednesdays is booked to be
formed of the stores unit on its
weekly tour of the depots. It is
booked to run via Cannon St (11.42
to 11.50) then back to London Bdge
to change crews. In practice, how-

ever, on most occasions it reverses
in LB's plat 4 before going to
the Ctl div lines. On other days
the path is available as a "Q"
(as required) working for stock
movements.
P 131 L 5 : For Shawford read Wallers Ash
L 18 : Congratulations to those who
worked out that our misprint
made the erring Halifax train
no less than 2 weeks, 2 hours
and 45 mins. late !
P 132 L35-7 Sunningdale level crossing signal box still manned though the
TV cameras are working. When it
is necessary to operate the
Feltham ring Sunningdale to
check it is safe to do so.
L38-9 : Singling over Barnes Bridge stated to be for 6 months while
maintenance work is carried out
P 133 L34 et seq : Prefixing of signals controlled by new LB box with uniform "L" (no auto no.) not such
a curiosity. Other such prefixes
are S for Surbiton, F Feltham,
D Dartford. BR policy for several
to drop separate designation of
auto sigs.
P 135 L21-5 : Crash at Bricklayers Arms Jcn
on 11ix caused severe damage to
coach 12754 of Sub 4704 and loco
33 04l. Coach 4055 of Oxted rake
partly derailed and jammed into
back of 33 041. 33 047 was loco
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gates

at rear of rake, having worked up E.
Grinstead service previously. Empty
loco-hauled train stopped at signal
on down spur line, then ran forward to
virtual head-on collision with 4704

which

was heading from up slow to

reversible line. Hither Green and
Stewarts La cranes attended, and lines
finally cleared about 21.00.
12754 stripped down in New Cross Gate
up sidings, and damaged front of 33 04l
languished in truck nearby. Rear 3 cars

of 4704

(12739, 8984, 10295)

berthed for at least a month in NXG
down sidings.
Public inquiry heard that 8l were injured. Accident blamed on "phantom
signal" seen and passed by crew of loco.
It was explained that
sun reflected

off yellow front of loco back into sub-

sidiary signal gave it 60% strength,
and would appear "off." Driver and second man both checked signal before proceeding. Modification : when subsidiary
at this point is off, a letter is
also illuminated above it to ensure no
LATE NEWS
SR said it plans regular interval SE Div peak hour services
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MORE_RAILS

An article in the last LR (P. 126) mentioned the
short length of temperature-testing rail which
lies between the two platform roads at Bournemouth.
It asked if there were further examples on SR.
'30756' writes that others are indeed
to
— at Higham stn and between Putney and Barnes.

WHERE
THEY RAN
3. PUL. PAN. CIT & BEL

The histories of the Pul, Pan, Cit and Bel units were
closely intertwined; indeed for over 30 years they
were virtually inseparable. The Cits arrived on the
scene first, if one counts their trial runs. Pul,
Cit and Bel went into service
simultaneously and,
for the first 2½ years, worked up and down between
London, Brighton and Worthing, keeping themselves to
themselves.
In 1935 the Puls were joined by the Pan units
which, though ostensibly for the Eastbourne and Hastings services, were actually run coupled to the
Puls and used on the Brighton/Worthing services as
well. Twelve-car Pul/Pan trains worked to Eastbourne
where the Pul unit was detached to run on to Ore; a
similar arrangement was operated to Worthing and
Littlehampton when the latter was electrified in 1938.

Come the war, and in 1942 all the Pullman cars
were stored away in odd spots as an austerity measure.
The tiny kitchenettes of the pantry cars were locked
up. The Puls and the Cits became 5 Cor but otherwise
the working routine remained little changed.
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be

After the war, catering vehicles were progressively
reinstated, but things were never quite the same. The
mostly first class Cits had been demoted to Puls. The
Brighton Belle tended to have a Pul or even a Cor as
substitute for a failure. And by the early fifties the
Pan kitchenettes were again out of use, though just when
this happened seems to have gone unrecorded. (The Cits,
incidentally, had originally been intended to handle
runs to and from London Bridge for prosperous City
clientele — Editor).
In their prime, none of these classes ventured off
Central Division services except for the odd occasion
when a Bel
was required by Royal Command for a trip
between Windsor and Portsmouth — which prompts the
odd
thought that the Bels must have used the now defunct
Staines West Curve at least as much as any other type of
unit ! Pul, Pan and Bel were all banned from going on
the eastern section because their roof board brackets
might strike an overbridge.

In their old age, however, like other Southern
classes, odd things tended to happen to them. Two motor
coaches were coupled
in place of the regular
motor coaches of a pair of Cor units and the result — a
sort of Pan-ended 8 Cor — ran up and down between Farnham
and Waterloo in the rush hour for a while in 1964/65. The
author never heard any satisfactory explanation for this
event.
Most of the Pul/Pan series were withdrawn in 1964-66, but some of their coaches — the best ones — were
formed up as 6 Cors in 1966, and in 1967 specially strip
-ped of the offending roof brackets, they were sent to
the South Eastern division for commuter and excursion
duties during the currency of the ill-fated summer timetable of that year. After this, they lingered on aimlessly into 1968 and were then taken to foreign parts for
scrapping, being outlived for some years by the Bel units.
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4.

THE LAVs

In their long and honourable life, the Lavs 'had
what is in retrospect a very uneventful existence.
When they first appeared (the initial batch totalled 20) they were given public trials between Waterloo and Guildford via Cobham. The Guildford H
headcode was displayed and the opportunity was
used to take some publicity photographs.
In due course, they settled down on the London
-Brighton services, whence they rarely ventured
except to visit Lancing for overhaul (or Eastleigh
in rare cases) and they made periodic visits to
Slade Green shops on the South Eastern division for
electrical maintenance.
Their record of off-Ctl section workings was
otherwise almost nil, apart from some odd runs by
a couple of units on the South Western division
just before the class was withdrawn. Even on the
Central division they did not venture far : daily
trips from Brighton to Hastings were a feature in
the 1960s, but if Littlehampton and Bognor ever saw
them other than on a bank holiday the author has
to be honest and say he doesn't remember hearing
about it.
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Housing of 3142.

Following the decision at the last S.E.G.
Annual General Meeting 4-COR 3142 and associated
coaches will be moving to Wansford on the Nene
Valley Railway in the near future.

